Distribution of spatial complexity of EEG in idiopathic generalized epilepsy and its change after chronic valproate therapy.
The objective of this study was to investigate the global and regional spatial synchrony of the EEG background activity, and to assess the effect of chronic valproate therapy on spatial synchrony. 15 idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE) patients were examined and compared to 16 normal controls. Resting EEG with 19 channels was investigated before and during chronic administration of valproate (VPA). Omega, a single-valued measure of spatial covariance complexity, was calculated to assess the degree of spatial synchrony of EEG. Furthermore, a new parameter was defined to characterize the distribution of spatial synchrony (Antero-Posterior Complexity Ratio, APCR). Global Omega complexity was significantly lower in IGE compared to controls, while regional complexity showed significant differences only in the anterior region: the IGE group showed lower complexity. APCR was significantly lower in IGE. VPA therapy (1) lowered the global complexity, (2) increased regional complexity in the anterior region, but decreased it in the posterior region, and (3) increased APCR. In IGE lower complexity, i.e. enhanced spatial synchrony, was found, especially in the anterior cortical area. VPA modified the distribution of spatial synchrony in IGE patients towards that of normal controls, although the effect is not identical with full normalization of cortical bioelectric activity. Whether the observed change of spatial synchrony distribution may reflect the normalizing effect of valproate on the brain state is worth further investigation.